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One of the world’s greatest travel experiences

8000 km transcontinental rail journey between Asia and Europe

Operated by Eurasia
Trains & Tours
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Board a legend
Experience the legendary Trans Siberian Railway and the
Trans Mongolian Railway on board a private charter train.
Forget about any hassle of packing and unpacking every
day. Your cabin is your “home on wheels” during the entire
rail cruise journey.

Our train offers a choice of 4 accommodation categories
from Economy to Deluxe as well as restaurants, a bar and a
conference area for lectures. Stops for land excursions at
the most interesting places along the route are included
every day. In Ulaanbaatar, the capital of Mongolia, in
Yekatarinburg and in Irkutsk near Lake Baikal hotel nights
in international managed 4 star hotels are included as well
as hotel nights in Moscow and Peking.

Our rail cruises offer you to experience travelling remote
areas of the world like Siberia and Gobi Desert and at the
same time enjoying the comfort which is possible only on
board of a private charter train.

Advantages of the private train
• A choice of 4 different categories of sleeping accom-

modation
• Guaranteed double and single accommodation

throughout the tour
• Modern Deluxe sleeping cars with private lavatory,

toilet and shower en suite
• All sleeping cars are newly build or reconstructed after

2006
• 1-2 restaurant cars
• A cosy bar with live piano music in the evening
• Conference area for lectures and on board entertain-

ment
• European management
• Daily stopovers for sightseeing
• Travel in style, safe and comfortable

Highlights of the tour
• Moscow, most vibrant and fast developing metropoli-

tan of Europe
• Kremlin, the centre of power in Russia
• Siberia, a huge land of extreme dimensions
• Lake Baikal, deepest lake and biggest freshwater

reserve of the world
• Mongolian steppes, yurts and horses
• Great Wall of China, part of World Heritage
• Peking, Chinese capital and centre of the Central

Kingdom
• Boat cruise on Siberia’s mighty River Yenissej
• Private classical concert in a palace of historical

background
• Folklore show of Mongolian artists
• Mini Naadam show of Mongolian horse racing,

wrestling, archery

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Introduction
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Content

Sightseeing Places
Russia • Moscow

• Yekaterinburg
• Novosibirsk
• Krasnoyarsk
• Irkutsk
• Lake Baikal
• Ulan Ude

Mongolia • Ulaanbaatar
China • Peking

**** Hotels
Moscow Radisson Blu or similar
Yekatarinburg Park Inn or similar
Novosibirsk Doubletree by Hilton
Irkutsk Courtyard Marriott
Ulaanbaatar Ramada, Best Western or similar
Peking Marriott City Wall or similar

Sightseeing Excursions
• Groups of 20-30 persons
• With local English speaking guides

(Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Chinese
and other languages on request)

Your Tour Guides
Our 3-level tour management and multilingual team
• European Tour Director
• Russian Tour Escorts Moscow-Peking or v.v.
• Local Tour Guide in each city

Meals
• Breakfast and dinner usually on the train
• Off board meals in specially selected local
     restaurants
• Daily changing local specialities of Russia, Mongo-

lia and China
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See

Great rivers
Endless deserts
Majestic mountain ranges
The stunning Lake Baikal

Grand Trans Siberian Express





Taste

Grand Trans Siberian Express



Delicious specialities
Local cuisine
Real caviar
Russian Champagne



Smell

Fresh air and water of Lake Baikal
Blooming wild flowers of the Taiga
Burning incense of the temples

Grand Trans Siberian Express





Feel
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Solitariness of the taiga
Grandeur of the desert
Distances for real
It’s a great world



Hear

Grand Trans Siberian Express



Enchanting voices of artists
Fascinating unusual instruments
Live piano entertainment in the bar car
Lectures on board the train



Explore

The huge diversity of cultures
Impressing works of architecture

Grand Trans Siberian Express





Meet
The diversity of people
along the route

Grand Trans Siberian Express





Enjoy

Grand Trans Siberian Express



Hospitality
Our train crew is ready to serve you
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There are 4 categories of accommodation on the Grand Trans Siberian Express:

Category Number of beds Extras
Standard Economy 4 beds per cabin
Standard Plus 2 beds per cabin *)
Deluxe Silver 2 beds per cabin *) private shower and toilet en suite
Deluxe Gold 2 beds per cabin *) private shower and toilet en suite

*) Categories Standard Plus, Deluxe Silver and Deluxe Gold may be booked for single use

The most popular among the categories are: Deluxe Silver and Standard Plus

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Train Description

In Russia and Mongolia you travel on board the
Grand Trans Siberian Express.

The trains are air conditioned. Air condition is working only
during the time the train is moving.

Between Ulaanbataar and Peking you have the choice of
flying or travelling in chartered cars af a Chinese regular
train.
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Standard Economy - Category 1
The budget way of travelling                            - 4
persons per cabin

Entrance/Exit Samovar (hot water boiler) Corridor

    Toilet   Washbasin Conductors        Beds Table      Window Smokers area

This category is popular with those looking for the most
economical way of travelling and is usually booked by fami-
lies with children or friends travelling together. Standard
Economy sleeping cars are equipped with 2 lower beds and
2 upper beds. Toilets and wash basins are at both ends of
the cars for the common use. The cars are air conditioned
(central control). Air condition is working only during the
time the train is moving. Sockets for 220 V are available in
the car, capable for razors and loading mobile phones. The
cars offer 9 cabins each and may be booked only by 4 pas-
sengers travelling together.

Shower faci lities are available in Moscow, Irkutsk,
Ulaanbaatar and Peking in your hotel rooms where you stay
overnight. In addition to that hotel day rooms for showers
are at your disposal during stops in Yekaterinburg,
Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk and Erlian. With exception of the
day in Ulan Ude you have guaranteed access to showers
once every day of the tour.

Standard Economy cabin dimensions:
Cabin 2,00 x 2,00 m = 4,0 sqm
Lower beds 65 x 185 cm
Upper beds 65 x 185 cm

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Train Description
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Standard Plus - Category 2
The most popular category                               - 1
or 2 persons per cabin

Standard Plus cabin dimensions:
Cabin 2,00 x 2,00 m = 4,0 sqm
Beds 65 x 185 cm

Entrance/Exit Samovar (hot water boiler) Corridor

    Toilet   Washbasin Conductors        Beds Table      Window Smokers area

Standard Plus as well as Deluxe Silver turned out to be the
most popular type of accommodation on our private train.
Standard Plus cabins are equipped with 2 lower beds and 2
upper beds. While only the two lower beds are used for
sleeping, the two upper beds can be used as additional stor-
age for luggage – or they simply can be folded away. Toilets
and wash basins for common use are at both ends of each
Standard Plus sleeping car. The sleeping cars are air condi-
tioned (central control). Air condition is working only dur-
ing the time the train is moving. Sockets for 220 V are avail-
able in the car, capable for razors and loading mobile
phones. The cars offer 9 cabins each and may be booked
for double or single use.

Shower faci lities are available in Moscow, Irkutsk,
Ulaanbaatar and Peking in your hotel rooms where you stay
overnight. In addition to that hotel day rooms for showers
are at your disposal during stops in Kazan, Yekaterinburg,
Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk and Erlian. With exception of the
day in Ulan Ude you have guaranteed access to showers
once every day of the tour.
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Deluxe Silver - Category 3
For those looking for great comfort - 1 or 2
persons per cabin

Deluxe Silver cabin dimensions:
Cabin 2,00 x 2,70 m = 5,4 sqm
Lower bed 110 x 185 cm
Upper bed  80 x 185 cm

Entrance/Exit Samovar (hot water boiler) Corridor

    Toilet   Washbasin Conductors Seat Beds Table      WC & shower Window Smokers area

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Train Description

Deluxe Silver sleeping cars offer slightly smaller cabins than
on Deluxe Gold cars. Deluxe Silver cabins have a private
toilet, wash basin and “wet-room” style shower en suite.
Each cabin offers 1 lower and 1 upper bed. Euro-Sockets
for 220 V are in each cabin, capable for razors and loading
mobile phones and notebooks. The cars are air conditioned
(individual control). Air condition is working only during the
time the train is moving.
Deluxe Silver sleeping cars have 6 cabins each and may be
booked for double or single use.
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Deluxe Gold - Category 4
For those looking for the greatest comfort     - 1
or 2 persons per cabin

Deluxe Gold cabin dimensions:
Cabin 2,00 x 3,50 m = 7,0 sqm
Lower bed 120 x 185 cm
Upper bed  80 x 185 cm

Entrance/Exit Samovar (hot water boiler) Corridor

    Toilet   Washbasin Conductors   WC & shower       Seat    Beds Table Window Smokers area

Deluxe Gold sleeping cars offer the most spacious and com-
fortable type of accommodation on our private train. Deluxe
Gold cabins have a private toilet, wash basin and a spa-
cious shower cabin en suite. Each cabin offers 1 lower and
1 upper bed. Euro-Sockets for 220 V are in each cabin, ca-
pable for razors and loading mobile phones and notebooks.
The cars are air conditioned (individual control). Air condi-
tion is working only during the time the train is moving.
Deluxe Gold sleeping cars have 5 cabins each and may be
booked for double or single use.
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Restaurant Cars
There are 2-3 restaurant cars on the train which serve break-
fast, lunch and dinner as part of the full board service to all
passengers of the Grand Trans Siberian Express. Local cui-
sine is part of the menu: Russian cuisine in Russia and Mon-
golia, Chinese cuisine in China. During sightseeing tours in
the cities meals are served in the specially selected local
restaurants.

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Train Description
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Bar & Conference Area
The most popular car of the train is open to all passengers
until late. Come, sit down, enjoy the scenery passing at the
window and relax while having a drink and listening to the
piano entertainment after dinner.

In the conference area lectures are hold about history, ge-
ography, economy and daily life of the regions visited. Films
about Russia, Mongolia and China, discussions with your
tour guides and a language course introducing the Russian
language to you are additional attractions being offered in
the conference area.
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Moscow

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Sightseeing Places
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Yekaterinburg

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking
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Novosibirsk

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Sightseeing Places
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Krasnoyarsk

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking
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Irkutsk

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Sightseeing Places
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Lake Baikal

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking
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Ulan Ude

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Sightseeing Places
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Ulaanbaatar

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking
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Peking

Moscow Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk Krasnoyarsk Irkutsk Lake Baikal Ulan Ude Ulaanbaatar Peking

Grand Trans Siberian Express
Sightseeing Places
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For booking and information
please contact your preferred

travel professional.


